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Directions. Read out the joke and then match it with its punchline
Ghosts don't like this room

When do doctors get angry?

It overswept.

A donut.

When time does a tennis
player get up?

Tomatoes

Why is Santa good
at karate?

The sandwich.

What did the bee
say to the flower?

Ice scream.

What game does
a lifeguard play?

To prove it wasn't chicken.

Why was the broom late?

The living room

What kind of nut
has no shell?
What has toes
but no feet or legs?
Why did the duck
cross the road?
What food can you
find at the beach?
What do ghosts
eat for dessert?

When they have no patients.

ten - ish

pool

Because he has a black belt

Hello, honey!
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